Pictured is a dual drive unit also available.

Micropolis pack 100 percent more
capacity into a 51/4-inch floppy .
Meet The Micropolis MacroFloppy.Tm From the Greek "macro", meaning
"large, great".
The MacroFloppy:1041 and :1042 disk drive subsystems give you up to
two times greater storage capacity than ordinary 51/4-inch floppy disks.
143K bytes, to be exact. For less money than you'd think possible. Both
subsystems, in fact, are the lowest cost approaches to adding the
capabilities of a floppy to your S-100 system.
The 70K (or thereabouts) bytes provided by most 51/4,inch floppies have
never been enough. Especially today, when you need more high-speed
random access storage than ever. To help yoU work with larger data files.
And use programs bigger than you computer's memory.
MacroFloppy provides you with that needed extra storage. And so
economically.

Two complete subsystems. Ready to go.
Both the MacroFloppy:1041 and :1042 are fully assembled, tested,
burned-in, and tested again. For zero start-up pain and long term reliability.
They're also backed up by our famous Micropolis factory warranty.
. They both come complete with the powerful, field-proven Micropolis
extended disk BASIC. And both subsystems allow upward capability of
BASIC programs with the high-capacity MetaFloppyTm quad density floppy
subsystems.
AVAILABLE FROM:

So you, can use the low-cost MacroFloppy for program development, and
upgrade lat
er to the high capatity MetaFloppy.
In other words, if your application keeps growing, we've got you
covered.

With Micropolis, you get it all. From a single source.
Some suppliers offer only hardware and call that everything. At Micropolis,
everything means everything: hardware, software, and documentation.
The MacroFloppy:1041 comes packaged inside a protective enclosure
(without power supply). And includes an S-100 controller. Interconnect
cable. And 2 diskettes, one of them the Micropolis BASIC, a compatible
DOS, assembler and editor. The :1041 is even designed to be used either on
your desk top, or to be integrated right into your S-100 chassis. A d.c.
voltage regulator kit, 1091-01, is available to convert your S-100 chassis
raw supplies to levels suitable for the :1041, at small additional cost.
The MacroFloppy:1042 comes with everything the :1041 has, and more.
Such as d.c. regulators, its own line voltage power supply, and to top it off,
a striking cover. Making it look right at home just about anywhere.
To complete the package, we even include a comprehensive-User's
Manual including software descriptions, that tells you just what to do, and
how to do it.
Because we know that you need it all.

AMPEC ENGINEERING CO. PTY. LTD.
1 Wellington St, Rozelle, NSW. 2039. Tel: (02) 818-1166.
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